
Supplementary Material 

In an ongoing study, we identify the impact of recent changes in temperature and precipitation 
across wetlands in the Mediterranean basin. For this study we used a dataset of 236 wetland 
sites which is described in detail in the MWO2 and its geographical distribution is described 
in Figure S1.  

 

 

Figure S1 Geographical distribution of the 236 sites  

 

For each site we obtained data related to the changes in precipitation and temperature from 
1990 until 2005 from Krager et al. (2017). Figure 2 of the paper presents how the 236 are 
distributed over these two gradients of change. It shows that 50% of the studied wetlands 
experienced a temperature increase above 0.6°C reaching a maximum of 1.1°C, and 70.6% of 
the sites experienced a decreasing precipitation 

In addition to climate variables, we identified how much surface of each site had a protection 
status such as Natura 2000, National Park or Ramsar. Protection status data comes open acces 
data bases such as the database of MedPAN on Marine Protected Areas 
(http://medpan.org/marine-protected-areas/mediterranean-mpas/) and the World Database on 
Protected Areas (https://protectedplanet.net/), complemented with verification and corrections 
by experts of specific sites. We distinguished three classes: "high protection coverage" 
indicating that more than 50% of the total surface area of a site has a protection status; "low 
protection coverage" indicating that less or equal to 50% the total surface area of a site has a 
protection status; and "no protection coverage”. From the 236 studied sites, 119 (50%) have a 
relatively high surface with a protection status while for 78 (33%) no protection status of a 
surface area could be found. In figure 2 in the paper this protection status is indicated in 
colors, demonstrating that the sites that are least protected also experienced the highest 
increases in temperature. 
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